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Blameless
 
Feeling like I lost you
But you're the one who lost me
You left me 	
But the sad thing is that I don't blame you
 
I never showed you the love you needed
So in return you didn't show me
You didn't feel the need to try
I blame myself for that
 
If we both would have tried
We might be together
But we didn't
Neither of us tried
 
Wait I did
But maybe I was too late
Maybe I never even had a chance to fix this
You never gave me the chance
 
But yet I can’t blame you
You probably felt trapped
You never even showed me love
Yet you always had the chance
 
My arms were always open for you
But you still didn't come
Maybe I didn't try hard enough
O well our time is up anyway
 
Who knows maybe there’s a reason for this?
There has to be
Because otherwise there would be no justice in this world
For the things that go bad in this world
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Blessing Form Above
 
Think now, think offend
That you are blessed
But remember always
That you are loved
 
It might not be love you understand
But it’s the best love
That a person can ask for
Because it comes from above
 
You have that love since the day you’re born
Till the day you pass and so on
At times it seems that it’s gone
But it’s not, it’s still there
 
Because even if you’re actions are  wrong
It’s  there
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Broken Heart
 
Once you have lost him
What will you do?
Cry, or hold yourself together
With all the pain your hearts going through
 
Will you sink into a cold heartless place?
Or hide your pain deep inside
Will you cry yourself to sleep?
Or hide your pain deep inside
 
Now that you are missing half of your heart
That he has taken with him
Will you get it back?
Or just keep bleeding deep inside
 
They won’t see the blood deep within you
But they will sense that your heart is in pain
Cause no matter what the pain radiates off of you
Without you even knowing
 
Cause no matter how much you try not to show it
It will always be there, buried within her heart 
Breaking you down
At just the thought if his name
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Broken Home
 
What you do when all you can think about is giving up
Everyone around you have given up
So why not me
Why do I have to fight to live when they don't
	
Why do I have to fight for the live we use to have
When they already gave up on the idea of a family
people use to envy us for the family that we were on the surface
yet they were wrong it was a facaed, a surface of lies
 
why pretend to be something your not
because it feels as if Ive lived a lie
now I just want to go back to that lie n relive
id rather live a lie because this reality is harsh
 
I don't want to live the life of a broken family
I now resent the feelings I use to hold against this idea of a family
Because now karma has come and took the only faimly ive ever had
I guess you can say I got what I wished for in a twisted way
 
I guess you can say goodbye because no matter what my relality has been set in
stone
Ands their no way to reverse what has been done
The damage cant be undone
So I must live to my best abilty
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Burden Beyond Explaining
 
&lt;/&gt;Knowing you’re out there so close to me
Yet not close enough to touch and face
Is a burden beyond explaining itself
It’s as if fate is teasing my very being
 
My need to talk to you is unremarkably foolish
Especially after all the pain you’ve put me through
I shouldn’t want you near me
Yet that’s all my heart yearns for
 
I yearn to hear your voice, to see your face
But I know that it’s all impossible now
The war inside my body hasn’t let me forget all your flaws
So I’m stuck with unresolved feelings for you 
 
These feeling are driving me insane
For the fact that one minute I loathe you yet the next I don’t
This war is what’s making me miss you more every single second were apart
For I have no closure and without it I won’t ever be sane 
 
In the end my mind will win this time
Because the pain has weakened my heart to defeat
Now I just have to realize I will no longer hear your voice at night
Realizing all these things at once is going to be the most agonizing moments of
my life
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Clueless Love
 
Time and time again I fell for your lies
But this time around I won’t let it slide
You have gone too far with this
And now I’m putting a stop to it
 
It won’t be easy to forget you
But hell I refuse to give up
You’ve hurt me to many times for me to just forgive you
This time you hit below my self control
 
It hurts worse than all the other times
And for that I now have a shattered heart
I thought you were different
But you proved me wrong once again
 
I always had too much faith in you
Now I regret every moment I spent thinking of you
For all that did was make me fall more in love with you
Now I’m stuck clues and hurt
 
Wanting to forget the last 3 years ever happened
But yet theirs that war inside not letting me decide
Because my heart is hurt yet it still yearns for you
But my mind says run for you’ll just break me more than you have
 
(guys just dont know how far and how simple little things they do hurt girls...im
trully shattered now: '(...)
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Confused Feelings
 
Feeling of dread
Lost in a world of confusion and pain
Not knowing what to do anymore
Hurt from the unknown
 
Yearning for the impossible
Wanting to be with them
When nothing else matters
Other than to be within hearing distance of them
 
Lost from the world of joy
That was once a upon a time
Now it’s come to an ending
With nothing but complete disaster
 
There’s a times when you can only take so much
And now it’s the time
This heart has gone through too much
And has finally given up on this world
 
Its sorrow has confused it
And now it wants to give up
But can it…
Wouldn’t that be failure?
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Confusion
 
this is more of a little part of a story of my life...not a happy one either...its a lil
long
 
 
 
As a child I used to think that my family was perfect, not that I can remember  I
turned two my mom left my dad because “he wouldn’t work “ I used to think my
mother never lied, but now to this present day I have found out that I was
wrong. The truth is that she did leave him, but it wasn’t for the reasons I was
told.
   One day my sister and I were talking and she decided to open up to me.
‘Mom didn’t tell you the truth about her and Mac”. She told me with serious eyes.
   It was only five years ago when I found out the truth, but it’s still a  sister
telling me that my mom cheated on my dad with his best friend hurt me! That
was her reason for leaving him? Not because he wouldn’t work, but because she
wasn’t in love with him, she never loved him! She only married him to get away
from her family! As morally wrong that sounds … its true.
  When my grandmother found out, she was upset, so she told my mother “I
disown you as my  has brought disgrace to this family “. Apparently my mother
didn’t care that much what grandmother thought because she still got the
divorce and went with my dad’s best friend.
  It took me years to finally accept the fact that my mother never loved my dad.
Sadly, as I was recovering from this shock, my grandmother’s mind began to
deteriorate. She became ill with Alzheimer’s.
  I remember one day I went to go see her, and when I hugged her she didn’t
know who I was. Her eyes seemed lost yet she still greeted me saying “hola
mija”. I tried hard not to cry, because even though it’s not her fault and I know
she remembers me deep in her heart, she still couldn’t say my name.
  Now my grandmother is laying on her death bed and my mother married my
dads best friend who has now became my stepfather, and a wonderful one at
that even though at times I still miss my real  grandmother not only has
Alzheimer’s, she has had three near death experiences. I remember the first,
when she had a heart failure.
   “They talked to the doctor today; only half of her heart is working …she might
not make it “my mother had said.
  Her last experience was in thanksgiving of 2009. “I’m sorry to inform you but
she wont make it past Sunday “ the doctors stated coolly and on that day we all
were waiting for a call that would say “I’m sorry …but it never came, and she is
still alive.
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  At times I feel like I resent my mom for doing what she  the fact that I could
have been closer to my grandmother if she didn’t get the  she wouldn’t have, I
would have known more specific facts about my  I would have a dad to call my
own. In the end I don’t know whether I should hate my mom for it or let it go?
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Deep Inside
 
Silent and eerie
Like the dark
Is the background in my heart
Tender and raw is the surface
 
It’s a result of a damaged heart
A heart that has been beaten,
Bruised, stabbed, and torn to tiny pieces
Ending in nothing but shattered glass
 
Shattered glass with sharp edges
That will remain a reminder,
A reminder so deep that it can never be fixed
A reminder of all the aguish it was put through
 
Aguish that had no justice
Aguish caused by so many people
People who are liars, backstabbers, heartbreakers  ,
Are the causes of this shattered heart
 
A heart so shattered
That there’s no fixture
No solution to be found
The only thing it can do is bleed
 
Bleed because it has nothing left
No love
No hope
Nothing but tears and agony left
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Familiar Smile
 
Thought I would never see your smile again
You moved things inside of me
And left
Left with no word
 
But the feelings stayed
Hidden deep within my soul
Looming and searching for your return
But that did nothing
 
So moving on was the only possibility it was almost impossible
, unnerving at times
But then out  of nowhere you reappeared
And I saw your smile once more
 
This time around you’re the one that’s been moved
Cause now I’ve found you 
I’m not willing to let go
Cause you’re the one who brought a smile to my face everyday
 
You always made my day
With just your simple smile
And now you’re here to stay
And to never stop smiling
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I Won'T Give Up!
 
Losing you would be like losing my self!
Our souls are in sync
Yet you’re blind and can’t see that!
But you can feel it.
 
You know if you run
I will run with you.
If you leave
I will leave with you.
 
You mean the world to me!
I won’t give you up.
You’re the best gift Fate has given me,
A gift I refuse to lose
 
Fate brought you to me.
Now it wants you back?
It’s about to start a war,
It won’t win, my heart will.
 
I control who I will let go!
You are the one thing I will never let go!
Letting you go, is like giving up on love.
I won’t give up
 
Love is merely a madness for me.
I’ll give up everything for you
I’ll fight with my heart against Fate!
I promise to win
 
I won’t give up!
 
Alondra Gonzalez
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It’s No Fairy Tale
 
When one dreams, love can be a fairy tale
But in reality, love is known to be unpredictable
It can be hidden under a veil
Proving to us that love is unexplainable
 
As hard as it is to find love, one never ends the hunt
Spending day in and day out, looking for their first kiss
A person will be determined to prove that love isn’t blunt
But explain how love can be a buss
 
When you find it at first, you will be clueless
Not knowing whether it’s fake or real
If you feel doubt, then you know it’s hopeless
But if you know it is real then it’s yours to take
 
Once you’ve ended the search on your heart
Don’t let go of the one who’s holding it
Don’t even allow anyone to keep you apart
Because you will never find another perfect fit
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Live, Love, Laugh, Life
 
Life is full of mysteries
Inside of everyone lies a secret
Very few people realize life isn’t easy
Everyone goes through rough times
 
Love is bliss
Over time it turns ugly
Versions of it is unfaithful
Everyone has a soul mate; you just have to find them
 
Learn the joys of life
Achieve all your goals and dreams 
U are the only one who can control your actions
Gove your best, and never give up
Have morals
 
Live your life to the fullest
Impossible challenges await
Forgive the people who hurt you, forget the past and its pain
Eventually you’ll learn to move on from the pain life puts you through
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Losing Your Right As A Father
 
Now you’ve come looking for me,
But it’s my turn to turn the other way
Just like you did years ago
Now it’s your turn to feel the pain you left with me
 
This is your consequence for all the miserly you but upon me
It’s the tears that are going to weigh you down the most
Because for years that’s all you gave me
The pleasure of what feeling alone in this big world with no father
 
Why is it now you want to see me?
Why is it after five years you find time to come looking?
And the sad thing is that you’re looking in all the wrong places
When you know the right place is in your cold steal heart
 
You need to find me there before you come looking
Because all you’re going to do is cause more anguish
Your going to have to conquer your fears of being a father
Before even trying to come and fix things with me
 
So save yourself the trouble
Because you won’t find what you’re looking for,
My arms are no longer open for you
They closed the day you left me, it just took me awhile realize that
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Miss Reading
 
People think that life is easy	
That they can do whatever they want
But their wrong, completely wrong
They miss read things of life
 
Things that come into our path of life 
Are challenges were suppose to over come
To defeat then within our soul
And not let then win
 
They’re always going to be people routing for you
But some are only routing for you to fail,
To fall into a loop hole
That will take you off your path and into another one
 
But the one who wants you to finish
Is the one with the greatest prize
One that we all miss read but shouldn’t
So go for it and get your prize
 
Alondra Gonzalez
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Shelter To My Soul
 
You’re the one who helps me through hard times
The shoulder that holds me up
You give me confidences,
When I have none
 
You’re the one that keeps my heart from falling,
By making me smile
Even when I felt lost in this gloomy world
To even consider it
 
You held me when tears escaped my soul
And hugged me when I felt like dust
And nothing more
You’re the shelter from my fears
 
You’re the confidences in my life
The one I consider my true friend
The one and only in my view
And in return I hope I’m that to you
 
Alondra Gonzalez
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Sun Rising
 
When all the songs are over
And all the words have been said
The sun grows dim across the sky
And the world prepares for bed
 
I often take a moment now
To view the sky above
And whisper to god a simple prayer
In that prayer I thank god for my life
 
For letting me see the sun shine upon us
As he watches over us
And what he sees is not always good
Because people are forgetting him
 
So now that he hears my prayer
He speaks to me through messages,
Through challenges that he sends to me
And I learn from them 
 
Those challenges that I defeat are things
That brings me close to him
And are the things that help me wake up
In the morning with a smile on my face
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What Is Love
 
Love is nothing without feelings nor actions
It takes both to feel what I feel for you
Love is filled with mixed emotions
That I hope never make me feel blue
 
Since the day I got lost in your eyes
I knew we were meant to be
Others tried to fill my heart with lies
Telling me we shouldn’t be
 
My heart was stubborn and fell for you
You can call me foolish for how I feel
But I was lost in another world with you
And now it’s become real
 
I’ve been told that dreams come true if you try
But I’ve learned that it takes two to dream big
Two with one strong love that will never be shy
And two hearts full of desire to make it fit
 
In each other’s eyes we will always be lost
I know that it seems time is stealing from what’s ours
But I promise to be with you no matter the cost
In order to make our love a strong tower
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Who Is She?
 
Why must she always hide in the shadows?
Peering around her smile playing pretend
Running from her fears, that are shooting at her like arrows
Yet there always has to be a dead end
 
Looking each and every way for a new direction
Instead of staying and fighting
She feels as if she's stuck in a mirror with nothing but her reflection
Showing a soul that is slowly dying
 
Time slows at every impasse she can tell
As darkness overtakes her spirit
Slowly turning her soul into an empty shell
That will soon become but a mere memory locked away in a locket
 
She fears that she'll leave behind a tarnished memory of herself
That no one will ever truly see her real identity
She has no way out, for she doesn't even know her true self
All anyone thought of her was that she showed a shield that only reflected off her
fragility
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Wondering …
 
Have you ever wondered if you were loved …?
Have you ever wondered that a glance that someone gives you is love or hate …I
have
Have you ever wondered if a person you see every day is the one …?
Have you ever wondered what are thinking about you …?
Have you ever thought that you weren’t good enough for someone …?
So next time you think and wonder what people are thinking know that you are
loved …
And don’t forget that no matter what you see or wonder, you have another half
waiting to be found …
Because we have all felt and wondered many things
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Words With Meanings
 
People say a lot of things
Some are hurtful others are complements
Some have meanings others don’t
But in the end their all just words
 
The hurtful ones are the worse
Cause they hit you like a hammer hitting a nail
And leave you sore to the bone
In nothing but pain
 
Complements are the good ones
They leave you standing with your head high
With nothing but pride
But they can also get to your head
 
Some have many meanings
That could be bad or good
Words like hater d and love
Are words that could hurt someone or make them happy
 
But in the end their all just words
That could either hurt you or give you lots of pride
But don’t always listen
Cause they all have double meanings
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